
NATURAL FIBRE



100% COTTON
INDUO® fabrics are made from high-quality, long staple cotton. 
Spun into thin two-ply yarns, they have an incredible 100/2 thread 
count, appreciated by industry experts for their superior strength, 
softness and comfort.



Crafted from 100% cotton, INDUO® fabrics are completely 
biodegradable. 

They are also fully recyclable, with cotton clothing regularly 
converted into insulating materials for the construction industry. 

BIODEGRADABLE
BIODEGRADABLE, RENEWABLE, RECYCLABLE 



DURABLE
At INDUO® we work hard to reduce the environmental impact of 
clothing. Our solution? A fabric produced in an environmentally-
friendly way that is truly built to last.

All our products are OEKO-TEX® certified, which guarantees that 
our fabrics are safe for our health and the environment - and we 
also offer the option of organically-grown cotton.

More than 50% of the total ecological impact of a shirt lies in 
the way it is cared for. INDUO® fabrics repel perspiration and 
associated bacteria, meaning that clothing can be washed less 
frequently, saving water and energy. Our stain-resistant fabrics 
remain spotless for longer, meaning they can be worn for an 
extended period of time.



EXTRAORDINARY PROPERTIES



LIQUID 
REPELLENT

The hydrophobic properties of INDUO® fabrics means liquids are 
repelled. And because they’re liquid repellent but not liquid proof, 
you can machine wash them as with any regular fabric.

In case of spills, rinse the stain immediately to remove it - a simple 
solution that is just not possible with a traditional shirt.



BREATHABLE 
Our revolutionary fabrics are breathable which helps minimise 
unsightly sweat patches and unpleasant odours.

To allow perspiration to escape, simply remove any outer layers, 
including backpacks and jackets, to facilitate the evaporation 
process.  

Such an improvement from classic shirting fabrics that retain 
moisture and allow bacteria to multiply. 



QUICK DRY
INDUO® fabrics are extremely fast drying so you can avoid 
damaging garments in the tumble dryer. 

Simply place on a hanger and in no time it will be ready to wear.



PATENTED TECHNOLOGY



CUTING-EDGE
Innovation
Our patented technology guarantees its uniqueness. We are 
constantly innovating and our laboratory in northern France 
conducts tests at all stages of production: spinning, weaving, 
knitting and finishing.



FIBRE MODIFIED AT ITS CORE
INDUO® fabrics are superior to other liquid-repellent fabrics because they are made from 
100% cotton and are strongly recommended for their durability, softness and breathability
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DURABILITY
Traditional finishes are applied at the end of the production process 
and are usually removed the first few times they are washed. Thanks 
to our patented technology and unique production method, we are 
able to modify the cotton fibre at its core for a superior, long-lasting 
result.
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BREATHABILITY
Feeling damp with sweat is an unpleasant feeling. When perspiration 
condenses inside a garment, it becomes liquid and can even start to 
flow. Not with INDUO®! The breathability of our fabric means sweat 
evaporates quickly and you stay dry.
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SOFTNESS
Traditional finishes stiffen the fabric, making it wrinkly and rough. Blind 
tests show that the opposite is true of INDUO® and our fabrics are 
widely acclaimed for their comfort and wearability.



youtube.com/watch?v=3Eue2t1eMQc

http://youtube.com/watch?v=3Eue2t1eMQc
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